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ABSTRACT
The vicious circle of age-related diseases, many experts and guidelines/drugs fuels the 21st century iatrogenic epidemic of inappropriate medicine use and polypharmacy. There are no evidence-based medicine (EBM) ‘guidelines’ for treating older people, and knowledge gaps regarding dosage requirements. For all drugs, the positive benefit/risk ratio is decreasing/inverted in correlation to very old age, comorbidity, dementia, frailty and limited life-expectancy (VOCODFLEX). Main obstacles to routine deprescribing are emotional/psychological myths; patient–doctor interactions are expected to be transformed into prescription; doctors are perceived as expert prescribers who wisely choose the right medication/s to treat all diseases. Although most ‘guidelines’ were not proven in older people, particularly VOCODFLEX, doctors are afraid of lawsuits and of the patient/family reaction if they do not follow all experts’ recommendations. Doctors are frustrated facing uncertainty regarding the effectiveness of strategies to reduce polypharmacy and the lack of EBM indicating when to de-prescribe. When explicit criteria and ‘drugs to avoid’ are used alone, we may disregard undiagnosed harms imposed by the remaining drug groups and interactions. The best approaches are implicit tools that take into consideration EBM data, clinical circumstances and medical judgement. The Garfinkel Good Palliative-Geriatric Practice method recommends deprescribing of as many drugs as possible simultaneously, giving high priority to patient/family preferences. It was proven highly effective and safe in nursing departments and in community-dwelling elders, having significant economic benefits as well.

INTRODUCTION
Improved medical technology has resulted in a huge increase in lifespan, general, and in patients with age-related chronic, life-shortening diseases in particular. Nowadays, most adults experience time-related increases in the number of incurable comorbidities, disability and suffering for increasingly prolonged periods before death. This brought about a rapid increase in subpopulations of patients at risk of inappropriate medicines use and polypharmacy including the Very Old, those with CO-morbid, Dementia, Frailty (disability) Limited life-Expectancy (also known as the VOCODFLEX group). An increasingly growing imbalance is created between ‘these patient groups’ and younger healthy-supportive subpopulations that carry the unprecedented burden of medical, economic and social age-related problems referred to as ‘the geriatric boom burden’ and the ‘Tsunami in 21st century health care’.

Traditional 20th century research, educational and clinical principles combine to create a leading 21st century epidemic of inappropriate medication use (IMU) and polypharmacy. Being completely aware of the differences between the two terms, in this article, the author sometimes addresses the terms polypharmacy and IMU together, as IMU and polypharmacy (IMUP) or ‘the problem’. Adopting this practice avoids useless nosological nuisance while enabling practical consensus to combat the problem.

Apart from specific adverse drug events (ADE), the increased rate of drug–disease and drug–drug interaction related to the problem is associated with diverse negative clinical outcomes. These include cognitive, mental and functional impairments, delirium, weight loss, malnutrition, falls, hip fractures, incontinence, hospitalisations, nursing home (NH) placement, decrease in quality of life (QoL) and death, as well as non-adherence. IMU is also associated with negative economic outcomes, including needless evaluations for ADE-related ‘new symptoms’ resulting from ‘the polypharmacy cascade’. The various negative clinical and economic outcomes and the tools already suggested to reduce the problem were recently reviewed by us and many others. Assessing them in depth is beyond the scope of this manuscript; they are addressed in other papers in this issue. I concentrate on trying to define the problem, identify barriers and enablers, present the results of the Good Palliative-Geriatric Practice (GPGP) method and finally, suggest a new perception/approach for significantly reducing this 21st century major, iatrogenic epidemic.

DEFINING THE PROBLEM—WHY IS THE IATROGENIC EPIDEMIC EMERGING NOW?
Living longer is associated with increased portion of subpopulations suffering from age-related comorbidities, dementia and disability. The higher the number of diseases, the higher the number of specialists involved. Experts and family physicians (FP) recommend interventions based on randomised controlled trials (RCTs) that are essential for establishing evidence-based medicine (EBM) guidelines. However, RCTs are usually based on a sample of younger, healthier...
populations with life expectancy of several decades. Older people and certainly VOCODFLEX subpopulations are excluded from RCTs, and trials in older populations are even more non-representative.\textsuperscript{6–8} Therefore, we do not really have EBM guidelines for most medications in older people, particularly in VOCODFLEX.

There is an ongoing debate regarding the number of medications that should be regarded excessive, making their accumulating effect a disease in itself (polypharmacy). This lack of consensus contributes to the confusion regarding the precise definition. Polypharmacy was vaguely defined as ‘the administration of more medications than are clinically indicated’, but facing the lack of EBM in older people, who decides what is really ‘clinically indicated’. IMU refers to medication use that ‘has more potential risk for harming than potential benefit, is less effective than alternatives available…or does not agree with accepted medical standards’.\textsuperscript{9} Back to square one, because we have no ‘accepted standards’ in most older people. Gnjidic \textit{et al}\textsuperscript{10} suggested that five drugs represent the cut-off for the definition of polypharmacy as older adults taking more medications have increased risk of mortality, disability, frailty and falls. Fifty per cent of Medicare beneficiaries receive more than five medications.\textsuperscript{11} In older adults with cancer, 84% were receiving \textgreater{}5 medications, and 43% were receiving \textgreater{}10 medications.\textsuperscript{12} Again, in order to minimise confusion and enable practical interventions I suggest defining ‘the problem’ as IMUP.

Boyd \textit{et al}\textsuperscript{13} warn that adhering to current guidelines in elders with multiple comorbidities leads to inappropriate judgement, create perverse incentives and diminish their quality of care.

A sober, rational analysis of our overall therapeutic drug approach in older people reveals annoying, alarming consequences. It may be concluded that for most medications the positive benefit/risk ratio is non-existing or reversed, in correlation to age and the extent of having VOCODFLEX characteristics. Paradoxically, on the other hand of the scale, the severity of IMU increases in correlation to exactly the same characteristics plus the number of drugs (polypharmacy). Furthermore, the problem is aggravated due to ‘prescription cascades’ where symptoms resulting from ADE are perceived as new symptoms caused by ‘new’ underlying diseases. This creates another iatrogenic vicious circle of overdiagnosis, useless evaluations, hospitalisations, overtreatment and IMU. These vicious circles may be sustained by continuing diagnostics and external incentives.\textsuperscript{14–17} Other contributing factors are the ‘defensive medicine’ attitudes of automatically following orders adhering to whatever guidelines we do have. The final consequences are significant health risks and bad QoL for an increasing number of older people for an increased period of time before death.

Nevertheless, FP and specialists continue to prescribe their ‘field-specific, guideline based medications’ to all patients, regardless of age and patient’s characteristics sometimes until death. Considering our basic ethical axiom of ‘first do not harm’ this iatrogenic epidemic is at best inappropriate, and at worst, harmful to the patient.

All these negative, irrational consequences of IMUP result from the common situation where different doctors are ‘responsible’ for different medications. FP and experts usually never interfere with ‘field specific guidelines’ determined by other experts. This problem is usually defined as ‘diffusion of responsibility’—the sociopsychological phenomenon whereby a person is less likely to take responsibility for action or inaction when others are present. Others entitle it ‘the bystander effect’; when different professionals are involved in treating a complex patient, chaos and inaction may result. Each caregiver may assume a passive role, expecting another MD to bear the burden of authority and responsibility.\textsuperscript{18} Eventually, a scheduled, formal drug re-evaluation is usually never performed in older people, neither in hospitals or NH nor in the community. In the author’s experience, this unfortunate situation where basically patients do not have one, knowledgeable ‘all drugs case manager’ leads to poor compliance, anxiety and confusion to patients, families and caregivers.

**CHOOSING THE BEST APPROACH TO COMBAT IMUP**

These are covered in other papers in this issue. They are classified as criteria-based explicit tools, which can be lists of potentially inappropriate medicines for use as part of medication review, for example Beers lists, STOPP/START, and so on,\textsuperscript{19–23} and implicit (judgement-based) tools.

We are not yet at the point where in multidrug situations, we are sure which drugs are causing which reactions. While some explicit tools, for example, STOPP/START, do take account of the patient’s clinical situation, focus on potentially inappropriate medicines generally may lead clinicians who review medicines to assume that all other drug combinations continued are ‘safe’. The author advocates a different approach that may be classified among the implicit tools. These approaches take into consideration both EBM data and clinical circumstances.\textsuperscript{24–28}

A most significant predictor of IMU is the number of drugs (polypharmacy). Therefore, the best solution to prevent/cure the IMUP epidemic is deprescribing of as many drugs as possible simultaneously, with patient/family approval.\textsuperscript{1} Based on this hypothesis, the author has developed the GPGP algorithm and method that combines EBM with clinical judgement giving high priority to patient/family preferences. Rethinking/re-evaluation is performed for each drug while discussing with the patient/family the pros and cons of each drug with the main goal being QoL. With their consent, as many ‘non-life-saving’ drugs as possible are discontinued simultaneously. In a situation where patients felt that the doctors were just giving up by reducing medications, gaining the patient/family trust is obviously of crucial importance to reach a mutual understanding of the benefit of the process.

The GPGP calls for a less aggressive approach in reaching rigid target goals (blood pressure, serum glucose and lipid concentrations). There is also an important, beneficial medicolegal byproduct—having the patient/family involved in establishing the therapeutic approach reduces doctor’s fear of lawsuits. GPGP was the first method to prove that effective reduction in polypharmacy by simultaneous deprescribing of many medications resulted in significantly improved clinical outcomes, both in nursing departments\textsuperscript{29} and in community-dwelling elders.\textsuperscript{30} In disabled patients it was associated with a significant decrease in annual mortality, morbidity, referrals to acute care hospitals and cost reduction. In community-dwelling elders GPGP resulted in improved functional, mental and cognitive status with high level of patient/family satisfaction. There were no significant ADE to the substantial deprescribing. The GPGP was suggested as a basic perception for addressing IMUP\textsuperscript{31–32}.

**BARRIERS TO ROUTINE DEPRESCRIBING**

With increased knowledge and successful interventions, comes a stronger impulse for medical professionals ‘to treat’ every medical illness, whether or not it improves patients’ QoL. This can be undertaken by re-evaluation of each drug and discussing with the patient/family the pros and cons of each drug, focusing on the goal of QoL as the patient perceives it. Being easily
available to medical professionals and combined with patient’s pressure and drug companies’ propaganda, preventive/curative tools are usually continued in older people including VOCODFLEX, sometimes until death. Globally, the main obstacle to de-prescribing is emotional and psychological stress for both practitioners and patients. Garfinkel et al stress that the concept ‘de-prescribing’ may be automatically perceived as a negative approach interfering with our ‘good health’. It shatters basic almost ‘religious’ worldwide beliefs that we all perceive from childhood regarding health–disease and patient–caregiver interactions. The good doctor is supposed to heal but throughout history, the patient–doctor interaction is increasingly perceived as a disease–drug interaction. Most people are disappointed if the interaction with doctors would not eventually transform into some prescription. In the author’s experience, when it comes to de-prescribing, the patient/family usual response would be “doctor, you recommend stopping this drug, what will you give me instead?”

Traditionally, doctors are perceived as the expert prescribers who wisely choose the right medication/s to treat diseases. The increased rate of overdiagnosis starts a vicious circle; many more apparently healthy people taking many more medications, starting earlier and for longer periods in life. Numerous other barriers prevent people from asking their physician to reduce the number of medications. Patients fear their doctor’s response, fear relapsing, fear being denied the ability to resume medications, and fear abandonment by their physician if they discontinue prescriptions. Doctors have their own barriers, starting with uncertainty over why drugs were prescribed in the first place; they may be concerned about an increased workload, including the time needed to discuss palliative issues such as QoL versus life expectancy. Doctors may be afraid not to follow ‘guidelines’ (not to mention pay-for-performance issues), including all experts’ recommendations, even realising that most or all these were not proven in older people, particularly VOCODFLEX. They may fear unfavourable consequences, even if unrelated to de-prescribing, afraid of lawsuits and afraid of the patient/family if they dare stop drugs recommended by expert.

Above all, without systematic frameworks to support polypharmacy risk reduction activities, doctors may not feel confident to de-prescribe. Doctors may be frustrated having no EBM RCTs indicating when to stop medications and much uncertainty regarding the effectiveness of strategies to reduce polypharmacy. Patients and families contribute much to the negative vicious circle of pressures upon doctors. Many disregard doctors’ advice to de-prescribe unless the ‘experts’ approve. Some may even suspect that any attempt of doctors to stop medications is a result of economic incentives, pressure on the doctors from their health care organisation management or insurance companies to save money. Considering the combined effect of these obstacles, most doctors are forced into practising ‘defensive medicine’. Consequently, they may be coerced into persuading patients to follow investigation and treatment courses that may not serve that patient’s best interests. In a systematic review, Reeve et al concluded:

“Understanding the appropriateness of cessation, having a process in place for cessation and a general dislike of medications will facilitate patients’ willingness to trial cessation of inappropriate medications. Primary care physicians, family, friends and the media were identified as influences to trialling medication cessation. An effective patient-centred de-prescribing process will need to involve patient education on the risks and benefits of ongoing medication use, allaying any fears that patients have about medication cessation, and employing a process that includes support, monitoring and follow-up”.

CONCLUSIONS: THE NEW MEDICAL APPROACH FOR OLDER PEOPLE, PARTICULARLY VOCODFLEX

Reducing the major, iatrogenic 21st century epidemic of inappropriate prescribing should be recognised as a global goal of the highest priority. Our final goal is to achieve better QoL to more older people, for increased periods of time before death. To fulfil this we must revolutionise our basic research and clinical principles while shattering traditional perceptions regarding ‘good clinical practice’, upon which we have all been educated. The basic demand from each medication is that the benefits would outweigh all possible risks/harm. However, for all drugs the knowledge gap regarding this parameter is increasing in correlation to VOCODFLEX. We have no reliable ‘guidelines’ for most older people. Nevertheless, they (and we) believe that we are acting based on EBM for their benefit. Doctors’ unawareness of their own lack of knowledge represents the highest level of risk for their patients. Doctors are much more cautious if they realise that there are no data proving that prescribing would be better than non-prescribing. This was concluded by Scott et al who entitled their manuscript: ‘First do no harm: a real need to de-prescribe in older patients’. Salazar et al stress that polypharmacy distorts the picture of ‘normal’ drug effects, ‘common’ ADE and ‘known’ interactions. They conclude that we should ‘expect the unexpected, think the unthinkable’. The author suggests a completely new comprehensive perception for providing good medical practice to older people. It includes new research, education, diagnosis and treatment principles, completely different from ‘single disease models’ we had been somehow ‘fanatically’ adopted in the 20th century. The new perception is based on palliative, geriatric and ethical principle, enabling fresh tools for treating VOCODFLEX in general and reducing IMUP in particular.

First, we must internalise the fact that most 20th century research principles of so-called good EBM are not always applicable in most older people (VOCODFLEX). Even inside study and control groups heterogeneity is huge as the impact of VOCODFLEX increases. In de-prescribing projects, finding comparable control groups is impossible statistically and may require sample sizes that are greater than the whole subpopulation in question. ‘Traditional’ RCT tools, statistics and computers are practically impossible. We have not yet arrived at a situation where any computer simulation can show us all possible interactions among multimediations, while factoring in the particular characteristics of a specific older patient. Let us not underestimate the importance of feasibility studies showing that de-prescribing results in significantly improved clinical outcomes. Remembering that the natural history of ageing is always downhill, no statistics needed to determine that any significant improvement following excessive drug discontinuation is indeed the result of de-prescribing. Researches showing such results are appropriate enough for encouraging doctors to de-prescribe.

We have the advantage of knowing the exact diagnosis—the most significant predictor of IMU is the number of drugs. Polypharmacy is the disease and, therefore, the specific treatment is simple—stopping as many medications as possible. We still have no consensus as for the best way to de-prescribe. In the author’s view and that of others, drugs-to-avoid criteria are less useful as stand-alone measures of prescribing. Furthermore, the author’s view is that stopping one ‘inappropriate’ medication in a patient with problematic polypharmacy does not go far enough. We have no idea of the whole scope of
damage caused by the remaining ‘appropriate’ drugs and there is a paucity of evidence to help us. The author therefore considers it concerning, and perhaps even unethical, to continue prescribing these drugs without review.

The original definition of EBM stresses ‘the integration of best research evidence, clinical expertise and patient values.’ While hopelessly searching for reliable best research EBM in older people, we seem to neglect the other two components essential for patient-centred care—clinical judgement and patient/family’s preferences. Older people have no time to wait until we solve our confusion having no traditional EBM RCTs or computer solutions. Unfortunately, they suffer from inevitable diseases (God’s will if you wish...), and increasingly their major suffering is the result of doctors’ induced iatrogenic harm. Defensive medicine trends are turning doctors into medical technicians who automatically, even fanatically, implement inappropriate ‘sanctified guidelines’ in everyone. It is time we revive forgotten virtues of clinical judgement and simple common sense while ethically incorporating older people/family preferences for their late periods of life.

Finally, the ethical issue; we should realise that routine de-prescribing is by no mean ageist. We do not extrapolate from single-disease guidelines in adults to children; similarly, there is no rationale for doing this in older people who, like children, are very vulnerable to ADE. Therefore, individualisation of drug therapy is a must.

It may be concluded that our reluctance to de-prescribe medications unjustifiably increases elders’ risk of ADE and IMUP. This situation sharply negates the basic goal of achieving quality of care while complying with our ethical principle, ‘primum non nocere’. It even evokes dark thoughts whether we are all, though unconsciously, contributing to the poor care of our most vulnerable patients. This dilemma applies to all doctors as well as other health professionals. It certainly applies to pharmacists who may feel frustrated facing possible inability to slow down the doctor’s hand that, traditionally, is the one writing the prescriptions. Globally, as diffusion of responsibility while ‘passing the buck’ is becoming common practice, who is responsible for stepping on the brakes?

IMUP is a substantial tip of the huge iceberg representing the ‘geriatric boom burden’. It may be significantly improved, should we renew our medical perceptions and approach choosing the way suggested here. The author’s studies in NH and community-dwelling elders have proven that carefully planned, scheduled routine deprescribing is indeed feasible, effective and safe. Extending the ethical, palliative and geriatric principles on which the GPCP is based beyond deprescribing may probably contribute to other age-related health and economic problems.

Facing the vicious cycle of overprescribing fuelled by powerful, for-profit forces, the chance of reversing ingrained psychological-emotional myths regarding drugs seems hopeless. Only an integrated effort of international unprejudiced, non-profit health professionals, policy makers and consumers, involving the general press and social networks, can win the war against IMUP while enabling better QoL for older people with a triple win–win health-economic gain.
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